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ABSTRACT
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A model has been developed to predict
the radiological consequences ot transporta
tion of radioactive matet ial in an urban
environment. The model uses estimated values
for several urban parameters ^uch as street'
widths, building heights, and vehicle speeds
to compute the radiological impacts of
•normal" (non-accident) transport and uses
the urban parameters plus local meteorological
data to compute the radiological impacts of
accidents in which radioactive material is
released to the environment. The -? impacts
are quantified in terms of expected numbers
of health effects, inclo:: :r.j early fatalities,
early morbidities, latent cancer fatalities,
and genetic effects. The model explicitly
addresses u.iique aspects of urban areas such
as high population densities, large struc
tures and diurnal population variations, A
grid consisting of cells which are homogeneous
with respect to any of the assigned para
meters is used to represent the urban area
for the analysis. Integrated population r«'iation exposures and individual radiation
exposures are computed across the grid and
a»e converted .to expected numbers of health
effects.
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A MODEL HAS BEEN DEVELOPED WHICH PREDICTS
the radiological consequences of the trans
portation of radioactive material in and
around urban environments. This discussion of
the model includes discussion of the follow
ing general topics: health effects from radia
tion exposure, urban area characterization,
computation of dose resulting from normal
transportation, computation of dose resulting
from vehicular accident.; or sabotage, and
preliminary results and conclusions.
HEALTH EFFECTS
Health effects from radiation exposure
are subdivided into early and lute effects.
Early effects are those which manifest
themselves within 1 year of the radiation
exposure. The early effects considered in
this model are early morbidities and early
fatalities. Specific dose response data taken
from other studies (1,4,5) are used to esti
mate early fatalities resulting from acute
total marrow radiation exposure and acute
pulmonary radiation exposure. Dciausc the
effects of sublethal doses are not as
well understood, any person who receives a
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morbidity ik«se threshold is considered an
early *norbiiiity candidate.
The Lite effects considered are those
which manifest themselves throughout the rest
of the life of the person who has receive.l
a radiation dose. These effects, rcsultmj
primarily from low doses delivered over 1J-.J
periods of time, are quantified usm.j data
derived from population segments known to
have been exposed to specific doses (1,2).
The results are quantified in tents of expected
latent cancer fatalities and expected ajii-ju
of induced genetic effects.
The model computes cxpec* d valjes for
each of the early and late effects. T.-.eso
expected values are then used for overall
evaluation of the environmental irrpj.-t of
transportation of radioactive material un.ier
current regulations and for comparison of
alternative restrictions or regulations.
UR9AN AREA CHARACTERIZATION
The characterization of the urban area, ir.
terns of a specific number of parameters used
in the model, is a Key element of the environ
mental impact assessment. The urban area :s
described by a grid consis. -'ng of 100 cells.
Each cell is described by a set of parameters
which constitute the properties ot the ce'.".,
such as building heights, street widths, etc.
The properties of a cell are assured to be
homogeneous. In this study, the urban area
is a portion of the New York City Metropolitan
area.
One of the significant characteristic*
of an urban area is
s large diurnal var
iability in parameterJ which depend on local
ized variations in population densities.
These time-dependent parameters incljde traf
fic density, papulation density, ar.d Rj-nber
of pedestrians. Less obvious time-depende-.t
•parameters include traffic speed, response
.time, to accidents, and vehicle separation
distance. These characteristics of urban areas
are considered by assigning each shipment a
departure time in one of six time periods
(morning and evening commuter rush periods,
morning and afternoon work periods, noon hour,
or nighttime). Each of these time periods .-.as
a unique set of assigned time-dependent charac
teristics. The shipment is permitted to change
time periods as it traverses the grid.
Numerous data sources have been used :n
assembling the data required for this stud/.
Shipment data (mode, size, route, radioiso
topes, etc.) were compiled from detailed
surveys conducted in 1975 (3) of shippers of
radioactive material. Other data sources
include personal contact with shippers, users,
regulators of the transportation or radio
active material, and published urban-area
descriptive statistics.
NORMAL TRANSPORT MODEL
"Normal* transport has been previously
defined (4) as transport which does not
involve vehicular accidents. Our model al"o
excludes packaging and handling abnormalities
from the "normal" transport model. Transmu
tation of radioactive material is uniqae a-ong
transportation hazards in that, even if every
thing is done properly and no accidents,
occur, there is still some inevitable
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radiation exposure to tlio general public.
Although the consequences to inJr. irtu.il s may
be so small an to be undetectable, the nuir.her
of shipments is large onou.ih thai- a signifi
cant Integrated exposure from iow dose-low
dose rate radiation does occur and should
be evaluated. A previous study (4) found that
this hazard may be as much as three orders
of magnitude more significant than the hazarJs
of.potential transportation accidents on an
annual-risk-basis (Risk « Probability of
Event x Consequences, of Event).
The following discussion concerns primar
ily the estimation of radiation dose received
by the population due to normal transport
of radioactive material. The hazards from
other modes of transportation are evaluated
in a similar manner. The radiation dose is
apportioned among several population subgroups
including crewmen, pedestrians, people in
vehicles, people in buildings, handlers, and
warehousemen. Subdivision of the population
at risk in thi^ manner allows the inclusion
of unique radiation exposure geo-acries and
shielding considerations for each subgroup.
The computational scheme to estimate
the dose is based on the following formula
for dose rate from a point source of ionizing
radiation. _
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where, -DR » dose rate (mrem/hr)
;:R •» dose rate factor for package
(mrem-m /hr)
u • linear attenuation coefficient
for medium (m" )
r .= distance from source (m)
B(r) = dose buildup factor for medium
(dimensionless).
In teg rating over distance and time, expresfor
integrated
population exposures (in
sions
per son-iem) were derived. Values of integrated
radia tion exposure calculated using these
expre ssions can be converted into expected
numbe rs of adverse health effects.
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ACCIDENTS
Although the environmental impact of
accidents may not be severe from an annual
risk perspective, individual accidents during
the transport of radioactive material have the
potential to cause large health and economic
consequences. In order to evaluate these con
sequences, several submodels must be combined
as shown on Figure 1. Transported radio
active material is characterized as being
either dispersible or nondispersible under
accident conditions. Nondispersible material
is treated in a similar manner to that used
to analyze normal transportation, i.e., a
point source of external penetrating radiation
is assumed and this point source is integrated
over the surrounding population.
Dispersible materials arc primarily inha
lation hazards. However, the dose from the
passing cloud of released radioactive material
and the do3e from non-aerosolized material
which rcnalnr at the scene of the accident
arc also explicitly Included.

The accident severity and package
response models are based on models used in
a previous transportation study (4). in
this model, cccidents are subdivided into
severity categories for each transport mode.
Probabilities of occurrence of accidents
of various severities have been obtained from
previous Sandia Laboratory studies (6).
Values for the fraction of material which
escapes from the package are based o.. cor
relations of Lhe severity categorization
with available package test data.
The atmospheric dispersion of the
released radioactive material is discussed
in another paper at this conference (7) and
so will not be discussed here.
Allowance is made within the model for
the effects of building ventilation systems
on the amount of radioactive material inhaled
by persons inside the buildings. The effects
of both filtration and building air change
rate are explicitly included.
Once the individual doses have been com
puted, the time and cell dependent demographic
data is factored in to give an overall acci
dent consequence. This is presented in two
ways - initially as consequence data alone
and secondly in terms of risk. In the latter
case, the probability of occurrence of a
spectrum of accidents of varying severities
is included. All of these consequences are
expressed.in terms of health effects.
RESULTS/CONCLUSIONS
Currently the computer model is being
exercised on a 100-cell Now York City grid.
Preliminary results suggest that:
(1) The significant contributors to the
dose from "normal"-transport arc the dose
to people in vehicles and the dose to crewmen.
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<• (2) The time of day whon the r.hipment
occurs is a" extremely sensitive parameter
.and' can make several orders of magnitude
difference in overall impacts resulting from
"normal" transport oE radioactive materials.
(3) Buildings significantly limit both
•normal" and accidental radiation exposures.
(4) Routing restrictions can significantly
alter the total dose ("normal" and/or acci
dent) .
(5) On a risk basis, the impact of
accidents involving radioactive material
is lower than the impact of transportation
under "normal" conditions.
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